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About This Content

Extend your experience with the NARUTO TO BORUTO: SHINOBI STRIKER Season Pass! The Season Pass gives you access
to 9 Master Character Training Packs.

SEASON PASS BONUS:
Includes Jiraiya Costume with Shima & Fukasaku Replica.
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Genre: Action
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Soleil Ltd.
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BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Franchise:
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Release Date: 30 Aug, 2018
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10

Processor: Intel Core i3-8350K

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GT 640

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 40 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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a nice contrast to other games..a mixture of physics, puzzle and inventive leveldesigns. It's alright, but needs a bit more work.
I'd like to see more maps. Maybe the mountain pass track from Initial D?
Would be nice with some proper controller settings. Right now everything is controlled by the left joystick if I'm using a
controller. Would be more fun with the conventional controller setup with gas on the R2/RT button.. The only match three game
I've ever played is Bejeweled. Then I saw Spooky Bonus and I knew I had to get it, since I am a fan of Spooky\/Halloween
themed games.

It shows inspiration from Bejeweled, but it does not out-right copy it, like other Match three games I've seen being sold on
Steam and elsewhere.

Spooky Bonus brings in different mechanics and puzzle pieces that keep the gameplay fresh and interesting, it increases the
challenge as your progress. It also brings to you a fantastic art-style and a great soundtrack. You even have a button to change
your current desktop wallpaper to the background art of each region of Old Town.

The puzzle boards drop for you, many gold coins and bags of coins that you can pick up and use the coins to purchase things for
the house that you own in Old town. The things you can purchase are decoration and will reward you special abilities or bonuses
to existing ones. There is also pieces such as silver bullets, crosses, pumpkin bombs, flashlights, and many more that you can use
to help you solve each puzzle. It gives you abilities that once used go on a cool-down, and you must earn points to refresh them.

I have nothing negative to say about this game. It's runs perfect, I have encountered zero bugs or glitches, controls and clicking
with the mouse are perfect as well.

I did see that there doesn't appear to be any other game modes besides relax or timed, but there is a possibilty that they can be
added in the future. This doesn't stop it being a great game for me. Especially, with the amount of levels they give. Well over 50.

Currently you can choose between a nice relax mode, or a more harrowing timed mode, that makes the more challenging puzzles
interesting.

It's a perfect game for quick play sessions, or spending a few hours playing it. I highly recommend this!. Tamashii is a short,
solid, puzzle platformer centered around a clone mechanic in a world full of bizarre imagery. You won't find any mechanical
novelties here, but what it does implement is well-made and reaches that sweet spot of being challenging enough without getting
frustrating or overstaying its welcome. The game has linear stages, held together by a hub which hides quite a few secrets to be
found. In a way, Tamashii is quite similar in style to Pony Island, especially in the way it tries to subvert expectations and has
flashes of fourth-wall breaking.

Technically, Tamashii has some good disturbing pixel art. The sounds set the mood, but the music is too basic to be remarkable,
with short loops that don't quite grate but add very little. In my playtime I found a freeze bug that brought a BSOD up,
something that hadn't happened to me in a decade. Playing the game windowed apparently avoided the bug, as it never occurred
again. Controls are adequately responsive. The english translation has a few mistakes, but it doesn't affect reading
comprehension significantly.

Which brings me to my issues with the plot. At times it seems the writer tries to portray themes in a deeper way, but doesn't
quite have the skills to do it well. The story is also heavily inspired by an "underground" real world religion (it's luciferianism) to
the point that it actually got close to being preachy at times. I'm an atheist and it didn't affect my enjoyment of the game much,
as its mentions are sparse enough. However, being preached to isn't my ideal of entertainment, and this game got close to that. It
would have been much better off using a completely fantastical background, I believe, tough it would also make it lose a bit of
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its edge.

Still, Tamashii gave me a good 4 hours of solid platforming, puzzle-solving and secret hunting, and it feels like a good time for
the price if you like disturbing pixel art. The fact that it's basically made by one person makes it more of an achievement.. just
played this games got several issues not sure if it is my pc or this server, i got a lot of click delay and somehow my character
died due to the monster attack hope they fixed this. Pretty damn good game! Great for people who like loads of loot and
organising inventories.. Great game, looks beautiful and plays nice.. Game is not very polished, quests are wacky, graphics are
very out of date. There are better free FPS MMO out there. I also ran into alot of aim botters. Once you get out of noob land
and into land 2 (Gormet area and beyond) the game becomes open pvp everywhere. Be ready to get one shot killed from the
hackers and griefers. Also, it is very tough for us english players as alot of the quest's and ingame text is all in Russian. I would
not recommend this game to us English Steam players, it's just not very polished, lack of admins, out of date, full of hackers.
Save your money and Stay away!
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I never encountered any of the problem other people talked about. I think it's a great game that worth your money. The only
downside is that the naval combat is clunky. I am totally impressed with this route, the scenery, roads, buildings etc are
extremely well modelled. I love the Graffitti.. Weighed down by a narrative that lacks internal consistency, raises far more
question than answers, and largely ignores plot threads brought up earlier, 1Heart struggles and fails to connect the dots in any
way that would satisfy most players.

It does do a good job of establishing mood in some of its disjointed set pieces, and there are certainly times that hit exactly the
right chord for horror, but it would be a stretch to say that any more than half of the puzzles in this game are actually fun to
solve. Many times the game lacks internal consistency, letting you use a tool for one purpose in one region and then not in the
same way in another, turning much of the game into a guess and check that I certainly didn't find enjoyable. The worst puzzles
(without spoiling anything) count less on the player thinking their way through and instead rely on motor skills in ways that can
only lead to annoyance for most, and perhaps bragging rights to few.

Unless you're desperate for a horror-themed adventure game, I'd say pass.. How many GB this DLC. It's a simple game, but very
effective at what it does. Quick thinking and quick reflexes are needed to maintain a good combo. The levels get quite
interesting as additional colors are added.

Small issues:
-I do wish there was a way to start at a higher level.

-The default keyboard settings seemed very strange to me. They can be changed on the starting screen.

-Also, I'm not sure why they didn't call it "Puzzle Block Invasion". "Bloc" is somewhat obscure (I assume it's a pun).. Pros:
- Nice graphics
- Some ability to reply
- Good time waster

Cons:
- A little pricey for a time waster
- Although you can replay to try new styles, it is somewhat repetitive

While I greatly enjoy the game, I do believe it isn't for everyone. I played the first and loved it, and didn't mind getting the
second to expand. It's fund to waste time on, and occasionally re-visit. My biggest issue with it is the price considering how little
gameplay there actually is.. It's DLC for Zup! 3 and it doesn't cost you a red cent! Enjoy 11 additional levels your copy of Zup! 3.
But there isn't much to say as you'll only be enjoying this DLC for about 0.2 hours before you finish it.

6\/10 Not bad, but nothing to write home about.... When the name of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 did I play this game?. I really liked this game. It's uniquely VR title and a puzzle game -
kinda like Tetris but in VR. The first few levels were very easy and just required matching blocks. As the game progressed into the
second and thrid environments, it added more complexity including a throwing game and special power ups that made it fun and
replayable. I would recommend this game to anyone looking for a non-shoorter VR game.. If theres one thing that makes this game
stand out from most structure building games, is the fact you interact with the game in more than one way (you build the ski lift,
build jumps for the skiers and also you can control the skiers) making it more challenging all the while it being relaxing. I totally
recommend this if youre interested in relaxing building puzzle games. Can't wait to see more!
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